
Final Assignment:  Aha!:   a Video Essay 
 

Concept 

What was personally significant for you during the course?  This can be a given classroom 

debate, any event, any reading, any classmate’s blog post, simply going on the train to our field 

trips.  Or maybe it was a conversation over potato chips with any other student at Lehman, or 

with sisters, grandparents, frenemies...  Did you start looking up other works of artists we saw or 

other examples in the genre?  (i.e., did you search YouTube clips of some Latin Jazz or bebop in 

between bouts of your iTunes shuffle?)     

 In sum, the area and source of the Aha! is not important. 

 

You may also have had a crossover with any of your other courses  in which you made a 

connection.  This could be a very quiet realization, or an emphatic one, but what connections 

did you make?   

 

What to do: 

Draw on what you learned from making your iMovie for the poem.  What would you do 

differently,  how might you expand on that presentation, how might you incorporate what 

someone else did on their iMovie poem into this new project? 

 

Required elements: 

 

--Video clip of you (face included)  introducing your name and your piece must appear at the 

start. (You can elect to keep yourself in the camera if you want or switch to strictly voice over.  

i.e. “I’m Bravo Zayas and something I noticed/stuck in my brain during the semester of the Arts 

of NYC seminar was…..” 

 

 A full paragraph equivalent of statement:  what you noticed, what it makes you want to explore 

or understand better or share…how something enlarged or challenged what you thought 

previously. 

 

--Include drawings, doodle, photographs music clips, quotes (books, people, artists).  These must 

support your statement, not supplant it. 

 

 

Terms and Conditions 

 

1.5 minutes minimum, 3 minutes maximum. 

Due:   Monday, Dec 11  BEFORE CLASS STARTS 

Grade point:  15 

Communal screening 
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